PROGRAMME

Regional Interfaith Dialogue: What does your faith say about the future of people and planet?

Earthkeeper Day, Monday 14 February 2022

10h00 Room opens
10h03 Welcome & Opening Prayer - Rev Berry Behr (SAFCEI)
10h10 Why Earthkeeper Day – some history and a context - Francesca de Gasparis (SAFCEI)
10h20 Introduction of programme and panellists - Rev Berry Behr (SAFCEI)
10h25 A storytelling - Georgina Blumears, Khulekani Magwaza, Tlou Mpai (SAFCEI)
10h45 Climate Change questions (Breakout rooms)
11h15 Plenary, feedback session
11h35 SAFCEI programme snippets, updates from our programmes leads
11h50 Wrapping up thoughts - Gabriel Manyangadze (SAFCEI)
11h55 Closing Prayers and Thanks